**Cheating**
Cases related to cheating shall be reported to the Dean by the proctor of the exam, who may transmit the case to the Student Affairs Committee for consideration. The committee shall recommend to the Dean the appropriate disciplinary action to be taken. The student subject to disciplinary action may appeal to the committee.

**Cheating in Assignments**
Cheating in assignments stands for misrepresentation of a student’s own work. The instructor concerned shall handle such cases. The penalty for such cases shall be a Dean's Warning and a grade of zero on the assignment.

**Violations of Examinations’ Regulations**
In all cases of violation, the student shall receive a grade of zero on the exam, a Dean’s Warning, and be suspended from the Faculty for up to one academic year. In case of repetition of such acts, the student shall be expelled from the Faculty.

**Plagiarism**
Plagiarism is the act of appropriating material from sources other than the student’s own. Plagiarism in papers, reports, or homework will therefore be penalized as in violations of examination regulations.

**Falsification of Documents**
For any willful and clear act of falsification of any document requested or issued by the Faculty, the student shall be suspended from the Faculty for a specified period, or expelled from the Faculty. For any willful and clear act of falsification of any document submitted for admission to the Faculty, the applicant shall be barred from admission to the Faculty at any future date or may be permitted to reapply after a specified period. In such cases the Admissions Committee shall decide upon the penalty.

**Impersonation**
A student of the Faculty found to have impersonated others in Faculty or university examinations, or to have been admitted to the Faculty as a result of impersonation, shall be expelled from the Faculty. An applicant to the Faculty found to have impersonated others, or to have been impersonated by others, in Faculty or university examinations shall be barred from admission to the Faculty at any future date.